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ABSTRACT
Hidden History: A Mobile Application for
Discovering Surrounding Landscapes
by
Sri Ram Ramineni, Master of Science
Utah State University, 2016

Major Professor: Amanda Lee Hughes, Ph.D.
Department: Computer Science
This thesis work describes the design, development and evaluation of a mobile application called Hidden History. This application lets users discover and explore three types of
landscapes (Historic, Scenic and Cultural) using three different modes of discovery (Route,
Explore and Tour).
Before designing Hidden History, the feature set of other applications that help users
explore surrounding landscapes were identified and analyzed. Hidden History was then designed to implement the best features of these applications and offer several functionality
improvements. Design began with iterative paper prototyping, following which a high fidelity, digital prototype was created. The high fidelity prototype was tested through two
rounds of usability testing with target users. All the users found the application useful.
User testing revealed many issues and areas of improvements for the application. By iteratively prototyping and testing the Hidden History application with users, researchers
created a mobile application that better supports the discovery of landscape history. The
thesis concludes with suggestions for future work to further improve the application.
(84 pages)
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT
Hidden History: A Mobile Application for
Discovering Surrounding Landscapes
Sri Ram Ramineni
This thesis work describes the design, development and evaluation of a mobile application called Hidden History. This application lets users discover and explore three types of
landscapes (Historic, Scenic and Cultural) using three different modes of discovery (Route,
Explore and Tour).
Before designing Hidden History, the feature set of other applications that help users
explore surrounding landscapes were identified and analyzed. Hidden History was then designed to implement the best features of these applications and offer several functionality
improvements. Design began with iterative paper prototyping, following which a high fidelity, digital prototype was created. The high fidelity prototype was tested through two
rounds of usability testing with target users. All the users found the application useful.
User testing revealed many issues and areas of improvements for the application. By iteratively prototyping and testing the Hidden History application with users, researchers
created a mobile application that better supports the discovery of landscape history. The
thesis concludes with suggestions for future work to further improve the application.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Currently, many applications exist that help people find things to see and do as they
travel the landscapes around them. However, most of these applications only offer ways for
users to explore and learn about the most apparent or well-known features of the landscape,
while the rest of the landscape remains hidden.
Visitors, tourists, and newcomers to an area are especially vulnerable to this limited
perspective as they typically rely on guidebooks or popular tourism-themed websites to
interpret the landscape around them. These resources often direct visitors to the same
landmarks -the few sites recognized as preeminent destinations. Through this experience,
people lose the many underlying layers that create context and meaning within the landscape, and the many sites that fail to make the best of list.
The research here aims to build a mobile application called Hidden History that addresses this issue. The application provides a map interface where users can discover the
locations and points of interest that surround them. Using geofencing, the application determines what locations are near the user. The user can then choose to learn more about
the history of these nearby locations through various types of information (i.e., text, audio,
videos) presented by the application.
The application supports three ways to uncover the hidden history of different landscapes. The first way guides users to a particular location while they drive (or walk) a
chosen route and gives them information about historical, cultural, or scenic sites of their
choosing along the way to their destination. The second way is to allow users to travel where
they want to go and discover information about the different locations they encounter along
their way. The Third way allows users to take guided tours of a particular location using
predefined routes that give them information about pre-selected sites along their way.

2
1.1

Research Question
This research addresses the following research questions:

1. What current applications support discovery of landscape history and what are their
features?
2. How can a mobile application be developed to better support discovery of landscape
history?
3. How can the user experience of this application be improved?

1.2

Research Design
The method used to design, implement, and evaluate the Hidden History application

was divided into the following steps:

1.2.1

Initial Prototyping

The research began with building a paper prototype [7,8]. This prototype was hand
drawn on pieces of paper, with each sheet of paper resembling one of the various states
and screens of application. This prototype was developed in consultation with Professor
Benjamin George and Professor Ole Sleipness of the Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning Department at Utah State University as well as with Professor Amanda
Lee Hughes of the Computer Science Department at Utah State University. This prototype represents the functionality of the application and supports the three ways users can
use the application (described above). The initial prototype was iteratively evaluated (and
improved) using expert inspection techniques like Cognitive Walkthroughs and Heuristic
Analyses (Task-Centered User Interface Design).

1.2.2

High Fidelity Prototyping

Next, a high fidelity prototype was developed in Android Studio. The Hidden History
application supports three different modes. These three modes are discussed in detail in
coming chapters. This high fidelity prototype supports the functionality that was discovered
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through reviewing existing applications, research and expert consultation, and evaluation
of the initial paper prototypes.

1.2.3

Prototype Testing

The next step was usability testing. We performed two rounds of usability testing on the
high fidelity prototype. For the first round, we recruited a total of 5 participants and asked
the users to perform certain pre-defined tasks on the application using the Think Aloud
protocol. After analyzing the first round of usability testing, we improved the application
based on participant's views and suggestions.
Next, we performed a second round of usability testing on the improved high-fidelity
prototype. We recruited 10 participants for the testing and used the same testing method
used for the first round of testing. However, participants were asked to perform a different
set of tasks as the application contained new features and some of the features had changed
since the first round of testing. Following testing, we asked about the participants experience
with the application.

1.2.4

Final Analysis

Finally, we analyzed the results of the user testing to discover needed changes and
potential new features for the application. We made a prioritized list of these items and
determine which ones to implement as part of this thesis work. We then implemented the
most important changes and left the rest for future work.

1.3

Thesis Overview
This thesis document comprises five chapters. This first chapter introduces the research

and the research design. The second chapter contains the background information for this
research. It also reviews similar applications in the space and shows how the Hidden History
application improves upon these applications. The third chapter documents the prototyping
stages of the application, which includes an initial low fidelity prototype and an improved
high fidelity prototype. The fourth chapter documents the final Hidden History application
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and its functionality. The fifth chapter describes the two rounds of usability testing (i.e.,
initial prototype testing and high fidelity prototype testing) and reports on the results of
the testing. Finally, the last chapter summarizes the thesis work and offers suggestions for
future work.

5

CHAPTER 2
Background
Previous work in this domain seeks to help people learn about different locations and
points of interest. A large amount of work [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17] in this area focuses
on presenting users with information about the historical importance of places using various
techniques like augmented reality, virtual reality, gaming etc. However, few of these projects
are mobile-based like the application proposed here.
One study [15] tries to find the best approach for using a mobile application to inform
users about the history of various places. In this research, the authors propose that information or images that correspond to a user's interested historic place are of more importance
than information or images of places in the proximity. Other research [16] compares two
approaches for offering users information about the history of the places they want to visit.
One approach is to offer a guided tour in which the users are guided to the historic place
using voice instructions and the other approach is to start playing an audio file when the
users reach the historic place.
The study of location-aware applications that offer landscape information to users have
become very common [19, 20]. Many of these studies focus on the use of predefined points of
interest and prescribed routes. We have investigated many of these applications and some
of the most noted and popular applications are Detour, Field Trip, Pocket Guide, Voice
Map, History Here, Clio and iTourMobile. Detour is a venture capital funded walking tour
application that focuses on a few urban locations, providing users with non-visible information. Detour only supports guided exploration of landscapes. Other applications such as
Voice Map, iTourMobile, Pocket Guide are similar to Detour and in that they do not allow
users to independently explore landscapes around them. The applications History Here,
Clio and Field Trip support unguided exploration of landscapes but do not support guided
exploration of landscapes. There are fewer applications that focus on broader regional or
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rural landscapes. One example is Yellowstone Driving Tour, which provides information on
the history, wildlife, and geological features of the landscape within Yellowstone National
Park. However, the application does not use location information, so the user must pause
the application to match his/her rate of travel. Also, there are site-specific applications
that allow users to explore landscapes. An example of this kind of application is Scapes,
which allows a user to explore landscapes at the Decordova Sculpture Park and Museum
in Lincoln, Massachusetts. But, the Scapes application does not provide any built in information and only relies on user-generated content, which is played when the user enters the
same location where it was recorded.

2.1

Hidden History Application Improvements
The Hidden History application aims to offer the following improvements over previ-

ously developed applications.

2.1.1

Data Types

All the above applications use different data types to convey the information about
the landscapes to the user. Some applications use image and text while others use image
and audio. The Hidden History application incorporates all three data types to share the
information about the landscape to the user. During the usability testing (described in
Chapter 5), participants thought that having all three types of data would be helpful in
various situations. For example, audio is helpful while driving and images and text may be
more useful while taking tours with friends.

2.1.2

Auto/Manual Setting

Of all the applications stated above, some of the applications notify users when they
are close to a landscape (automatic mode) and some of them need user involvement with
the application to know the information of the landscape (manual mode). However, none
of the applications simultaneously offer both settings. The Field Trip application offers
a limited automatic setting where the application notifies the user about landscapes, but
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eventually the user has to be in contact with the application to fully explore the landscape.
During the usability testing (described in Chapter 5), many of the users pointed to various
situations where having both automatic and manual modes of information discover would
be useful. For example, automatic mode is useful while a user is driving a car and he/she
cannot use his/her mobile phone. The Hidden History application offers both automatic
and manual discovery settings (see Figure 1).

Fig. 1: Auto/Manual Setting Screen

When using the automatic setting, the application automatically loads information and
plays audio files (if available) for nearby landscapes. When the manual setting is used, the
application automatically loads information for nearby landscapes and notifies the user but
unlike the automatic setting it does not load and play available audio files. Instead, it
displays a dialog box asking the user to choose if he wants to play the audio file or not.
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2.1.3

Modes

The Hidden History application supports three different modes for discovering information about surrounding landscapes: namely “Route Mode”,“Explore Mode” and “Tour
Mode”. None of the applications above provide all three types of discovery in one application.

2.1.4

Notification Radius

Many of the applications described above notify a user when he/she is near a point of
interest. But none of the applications let the users decide within how much distance around
a point of interest they want to be notified. Most of these applications use a fixed distance,
but since the application is used in many situations it is not practical to use the same
notification radius for different situations, like while driving and walking. So to tackle the
issue, the Hidden History application allows the user to specify his/her notification radius
(see Figure 2).

Fig. 2: Notification Radius Setting Screen
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CHAPTER 3
Prototyping
A major component of this research was to iteratively develop prototypes for the Hidden
History application. Through prototyping we could verify the feasibility of the application,
validate and negotiate requirements, and determine the usefulness of the application. We
developed two types of prototypes, a Paper Prototype and a High Fidelity Prototype. We
describe the process for creating these two prototypes in this chapter.

3.1

Paper Prototyping
We started the prototyping process by creating a paper prototype of the Hidden History

application [7, 8]. This prototype was hand drawn on pieces of paper (see Appendix D).
Each sheet of paper prototyped one of the states and/or screens of the application. This
prototype was developed in consultation with Professor Benjamin George and Professor
Ole Sleipness of the Landscape Architecture and Environmental Planning Department at
Utah State University and Professor Amanda Hughes of the Computer Science Department.
This paper prototype was iteratively evaluated (and improved) using expert inspection
techniques like Cognitive Walkthroughs and Heuristic Evaluations (Task-Centered User
Interface Design). These techniques are explained below:

3.1.1

Cognitive Walkthrough

The cognitive walkthrough [4, 5] is a method by which researchers can imagine the experience of users when they use an application for first time and identify potential problems
with the application. A cognitive walkthrough requires a detailed application prototype
and knowledge of who the users are. First, the researcher creates a list of tasks that a user
might perform with the application. The list of tasks we used for testing the Hidden History
application can be found in Appendix E. Next, the researcher breaks these tasks into a set
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of steps and attempts to complete each of these steps using the prototype. For each step,
the researcher considers how a user would experience the application. They consider things
such as whether the actions are obvious for the user and whether the application provides
good feedback to the user. We performed a cognitive walkthrough on the paper prototype
(see the datasheets for the walkthrough in Appendix F).

3.1.2

Heuristic Analysis

During a Heuristic Evaluation [1, 2], researchers evaluate each screen of the application
using a set of heuristics for good user interface design. We performed a heuristic evaluation
on the paper prototype as well (see the datasheets for this evaluation in Appendix G).

3.1.3

Results of the Expert Inspection Methods

We identified many issues and areas of improvement for the paper prototype through
the cognitive walkthrough and heuristic evaluation. These issues and their corresponding
solutions are listed below:
1. Initially, the two input text fields for the From and To addresses on the Route Selection
Screen were not clearly labeled, which could cause confusing for the user. Therefore,
we added text prompts (From Address and To Address) to these text fields.
2. We added a Your GPS Location option to the From Address and To Address text
fields to replace the preexisting button. Users might be confused about what the
button does and how to use it in one of the aforementioned fields. We felt this new
option was clearer.
3. To maintain consistent design standards and improve flexibility most of the screens
now have a side panel with navigation options.
4. Added a text field that displayed the current notification radius next to the notification
radius slider bar. Before this change, a user could not see the exact radius setting
from the slider bar alone.
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5. Removed the add button on each of the list items inside the Landscape Selection
screen. The button made it easy to add an item but harder to remove an item.
Instead we made the list items clickable (with highlighting) to add them to the chosen
list.

3.2

High Fidelity Prototyping
After creating a final, improved paper prototype, we developed a high fidelity, digital

prototype of the Hidden History application. The prototype was developed for the mobile
phone platform using Android Studio. This digital prototype was then tested with users
through two rounds of user testing, throughout which the prototype was iteratively improved
(see Chapter 5). In the next chapter, we outline the functionality of the final Hidden History
prototype.
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CHAPTER 4
Hidden History Application
Hidden History is a mobile application developed on the Android platform to help users
discover and learn more about the landscapes and points of interest that surround them.
The landscapes are categorized into three different types of landscapes, which are Historic,
Scenic and Cultural. These categories are assigned three different colors to easily identify
their type (see figure 3).

Fig. 3: Color Tags for the Different Landscape Types

The application comprises three different modes: Route Mode, Explore Mode, and
Tour Mode. We describe the features of the application below.

4.1

Main Application Menu
The first screen of the application that users encounter is the main application menu.

The menu screen has 3 clickable card views for the 3 modes of the application (see Figure
4) Route, Explore and Tour. Upon clicking a card view the respective OnclickListener
responds, executing the code block inside the Onclick function which eventually sends the
user to the respective modes main page.
The Main Menu screen also checks to see if the device is connected to a reliable 3G
network or WIFI network, and whether the GPS is enabled on the device. If the device is
not connected, it notifies the user with an alert dialog that contains information about the
network state and presents the user with an option to navigate to the WIFI settings page
to choose a network to connect to. This screen has back navigation enabled, so the user
can get to the main menu with a back button press event.
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Fig. 4: Main Application Menu.

After successfully checking the status of the network and GPS connections, the main
menu screen starts a background network thread, which runs parallel to the foreground
User Interface (UI) thread to connect with the application database. The work status of
the network connection is reported to the UI thread using a runnable and the status is
shown in the UI thread using a progress bar. Upon successful connection the background
network thread shuts off and the progress bar is removed from the UI.
If the application cannot connect to the Internet, the user is provided with a refresh
option which will remove the current activity from the Android back stack along with any
activities on top of it and pushes the current activity on top of the stack re-inflating the
main menu screen. The user is also provided with other advanced Google material design
navigational tools like a navigation drawer and overflow menu which will be explained in
later sections of the chapter.
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4.2

Route Mode
The Route Mode allows users to create custom routes with options like choosing the

path they wish to follow from a list of available routes that are acquired through the MapBox
Android SDK API. Also the Route Mode allows users to choose the points of interest
available on their chosen route from three categories, namely “Historic” , “Cultural” and
“Scenic”. These options presented to the user by the application allows user to create and
travel on his chosen route to his favorite destination while visiting user chosen points of
interest along the route.

4.2.1

Screen Functionality

The Route Mode has four screens, namely the Route Selection screen, the Available
Routes screen, the Landscape Selection screen, and the Route Map screen. These four
screens are explained in detail below.

4.2.1.1

Route Selection Screen

The Route Selection screen is the first screen that a user encounters when he/she
decides to use the application in Route mode.
In this screen, the user is presented with two text fields labeled “From Address” and
“To Address” (see Figure 5). These fields allow the user to enter the starting location and
the destination for their trip. When a user starts typing in one of the text fields, a black
button appears below the respective text field with the label “YOUR GPS LOCATION”.
This button indicates that the user can choose his/her GPS location to be the start or end
point of his/her route. The user's GPS location is obtained using Google location services.
Below those fields is a circular image button for the user to navigate to the next page.
Users are only allowed to move to the next page after they enter a “From Address” and “To
Address”. Below the image button a group of two radio buttons “use application settings”
and “customize settings” are available for the user to choose the type of settings he/she
wants to use. Upon choosing to customize settings, a slider appears that lets the user choose
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Fig. 5: Route Selection Screen

the radius (in meters) within which he/she wants to be notified of a nearby point of interest.

4.2.1.2

Available Routes Screen

This screen shows all the available routes between the “From Address” and the “To
Address” set by the user in the previous screen.
The Available Routes screen has a very simple interface (see Figure 6) with one text
field to show the number of available routes and a list view with elements as card views.
Each card view hosts a Mapbox map view with a polyline drawn on the map view using the
Geo json data collected from the json response given by the Mapbox Routing API. On top
of the card view another nested card view is implemented with route details like the total
distance and the list position in the list view with a select button to select the route and
move to the next screen of the Route Mode.
Soon after a user navigates to this screen, a background network thread is created with
input arguments as a string array of size 2 with elements for the “From” and “To” locations.
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Fig. 6: Available Routes Screen

The “From” and “To” strings from the previous screen are passed to this screen by binding
the strings as arguments to the implicit intent that is used to start the screen. Inside the
thread, these “From” and “To” strings are reverse geocoded into latitude and longitude
coordinates using the Google Reverse Geocoding API. Next, the application requests a
route from the Mapbox Routing API given these the latitude and longitude coordinates of
the “From” and “To” locations.

4.2.1.3

Landscape Selection Screen

The Landscape Selection screen is the third screen in the Route Mode of the Hidden
History application. In this screen (see figure 7) three swipe tabs are available: Historic,
Cultural and Scenic.
Each of these tabs has a listview showing points of interest that fall in the respective
landscape category that are within the specified geofence radius of the route the user has
selected. The user can select zero or more points of interest. Upon selecting a point of
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interest, the items background color changes to indicate that the point of interest has been
selected. List items can be unselected by touching them again. A user can swipe across
the screen to get to next type of landscape or just click on the tab with his/her choice of
landscape.

Fig. 7: Landscape Selection Screen

After a user has selected all the points of interest that he/she wants to visit along
his/her route, a button on the bottom of the screen is available with the label “DONE”.
As soon as the user presses the “DONE” button, it is replaced by two buttons sharing the
same space with labels “Restart” and “Next” (see figure 8). Choosing to restart will take
the user back to the Route Mode “Route Selection” screen so that he/she can start a new
route. Choosing the next option will take the user to the Route Map screen.

4.2.1.4

Route Map Screen

The Route Map screen is the last screen in the Route Mode. This screen hosts a
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Fig. 8: Landscape Selection Screen with Restart and Next Options

Fig. 9: Route Map Screen
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Mapbox Mapview fragment (see Figure 9) which is supported by the Mapbox Android
API with a polyline describing the route the user chose, with custom markers at the geo
coordinates of the points of interest that the user has opted to visit. These custom markers
respond when a user clicks them by displaying a custom information window above the
custom marker (see Figure 9). Information includes an image of the point of interest, the
title of the point of interest and the distance from the users current GPS location. These
custom information windows can also be clicked to load a custom player fragment with more
detailed information about a point of interest. This custom player fragment is explained in
a later section of this chapter.
Inside the map screen, all the points of interest that the user selected have a geofence
associated with them. The radius size of the geofence is specified in the application settings.
The application then triggers “Enter” and “Exit” events when the user enters or exits these
geofences. The application uses the Google Geo Fencing API and links with location services
using the Google API client. These geofence triggering events are then linked with a local
broadcast intent so that when a geo fence “Enter” event is triggered, the application will
create a local broadcast intent with information such as the name of the point of interest
and a key for the application to decode the intent. The Route Map screen contains a
local broadcast receiver, which receives the broadcast intents with the name of the point
of interest and its corresponding key. The point of interest is then pushed onto a queue,
which will be accessible to the user through a floating action button that loads a pop-up
screen that covers the lower three-quarters of the Route Map screen. This pop-up screen
hosting a listview populated with elements of the queue. These listview items are presented
with a background color that represents the landscape type of the points of interest. When
the user clicks on an item in the listview, the information screen for that point of interest
appears.

4.3

Explore Mode
The Explore Mode lets the user explore the landscapes around the user's GPS location.

It helps the user explore by activating information about surrounding points of interest as
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the user moves within the geofence radius of a point of interest.

4.3.1

Functionality

Explore mode contains only one map activity which is explained below.

4.3.1.1

Explore Map Screen

The Explore Map Screen hosts a map view. This map view is acquired from a Google
map fragment. On top of the map view, points of interest are identified with custom markers
using the color scheme described in the Main Application Screen. When a user clicks on
one of these custom markers, an information window appears on top of the marker. The
information window contains an image of the point of interest, the name of the point of
interest, and the distance to the point of interest from the user location (see Figure 10).
These information windows can be clicked, which causes the application to push the selected
point of interest onto the top of the site queue and load a custom player fragment into the
placeholder frame layout which will start playing the first item from the queue. Playback
continues until all information windows in the queue have played or the user stops and
removes the information window(s) using the cancel option.
All the points of interest around the user have geo fences that register “Enter” and
“Exit” events. These geofence triggering events are then linked with a local broadcast intent
so that when a geo fence “Enter” event is triggered, it will create a local broadcast intent
with information like the point of interest's name and a key for the application to decode
the intent.
The Explore Map Screen has a local broadcast receiver that receives the broadcast
intents with a key and a point of interest name. These point of interest names are pushed
onto a queue which will be accessible to the user through a floating action button. When
the user clicks the “Queue” button, the application loads a popup screen that covers the
lower three-quarters of the screen (see Figure 11). This popup has a listview populated
with the elements of the queue. These listview items are presented with a background color
that represents the type of the landscape. When a point of interest in the list is clicked,
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Fig. 10: Information Window on a Marker

Fig. 11: Explore Map Screen with the Queue Open
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Fig. 12: Navigation Drawer in the Explore Map Screen

the item moves to the top in the queue and the application loads the information screen for
that point of interest.
The type of landscapes a user wants to see can be changed by clicking the options inside
the applications navigation drawer. By default, all the types of landscapes are selected. The
options include a list of the three types of landscapes (i.e., Historic, Cultural, and Scenic)
and the default option to show all landscapes (see Figure 12). When a user selects a specific
subset of landscape types, then the Explore Map Screen is reloaded and only shows the
selected type of landscapes.

4.4

Tour Mode
The Tour Mode is the third and final mode in the Hidden History application. This

mode offers predefined tours to the users. In this mode, a user can select an available tour
and follow the path shown on the map view to experience all the points of interest in the
tour.
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4.4.1

Functionality

Tour mode consists of two screens namely the Tour Selection Screen and the Tour Map
Screen. These screens are discussed in detail below.

4.4.1.1

Tours Selection Screen

Fig. 13: Tours Selection Screen

The Tour Selection Screen is the first screen in the Tour Mode. This screen allows the
user to view and select from a list of available tours. This screen contains a list view of card
views where each card view contains information about a tour (see Figure 13). At the top
of the card view, there is a section with the title of the tour and on the right of this section
there is a “Select” button that lets the user select the particular tour. Below the title bar,
each card view displays a timed slide show of images from the points of interest that are
found in that tour. The slide show lets the user preview the sites on the tour.
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4.4.1.2

Tours Map screen

The Tour Map Screen is the final screen in the Tour Mode (see Figure 14). This screen
contains a route that guides the user to all the points of interest in that tour. This route is
acquired from the Mapbox Routing API using all the points of interest as waypoints. The
Tour Map Screen also uses Google Location Services to find the location of the user. The
location is then used to plot the position of the user on the map and also to bind it with
the Geofencing API to make the application trigger “Enter” events when a user is within a
certain radius of points of interest.

Fig. 14: Tours Map Screen

As soon as the screen is rendered, a background networking thread is created to connect
to the Mapbox Routing API with all the points of interest on the given tour as waypoints.
The response from the API is in JSON format. The application decodes the response and
stores the route information and the directions in a hash map. The latitude and longitude
coordinates are plotted onto the Mapbox Map View using polylines and custom markers
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are plotted on the map at the position of the points of interest on the tour. When a user
clicks on these markers, the application displays a custom information window on top of the
marker with information about the respective point of interest. The information includes
an image of the point of interest and the title of the point of interest. If the user clicks one
of these custom information windows, the application checks whether the point of interest
is already in the site queue or not. If it is not in the queue, the point of interest is pushed
on top of the queue. If the point of interest is already in the queue, it is moved to the top
of queue and a custom player is loaded inside the placeholder framelayout that displays the
first point of interest popped from the queue. The user can continue to view items from the
queue until the custom player fragment is detached from the framelayout using the close
button or until the queue is empty.
The application creates geofences for each point of interest in the tour. An “Enter”
and “Exit” event are registered for each of the points of interest as well. The “Enter” event
is triggered when a user enters the geofence for a particular point of interest, and an “Exit”
event is triggered when a user leaves the geofence. These geofence triggering events are then
linked with a local broadcast intent so that when a geo fence “Enter” event is triggered, it
will create a local broadcast intent with information like the point of interest's name and a
key for the application to decode the intent.
The Tour Map Screen has a local broadcast receiver that receives the broadcast intents
with a key and a point of interest name. These point of interest names are pushed onto
a queue which is accessible to the user through a floating action button. When the user
clicks the Queue button, the application loads a popup screen that covers the lower threequarters of the screen. This popup has a listview populated with the elements of the queue.
These listview items are presented with a background color that represents the type of the
landscape as explained in the Main Application Screen. When a point of interest in the list
is clicked, the item moves to the top in the queue and the application loads the information
screen for that point of interest.
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4.5

Point of Interest Information Screen
The Point of Interest Information screen is the screen that provides information about

a point of interest. This screen can be accessed in the Route Map screen, Explore Map
screen and Tour Map screen. This screen can be accessed in many ways such as by clicking
on the information window of a landscape custom marker, by selecting an item from the
queue and by entering within the geofence radius of a point of interest.

Fig. 15: Point of Interest Information Screen

The structure of this screen is divided into 3 segments (see Figure 15). On top of the
screen, there is an image slideshow of the point of interest. Below the slideshow, is a text
segment that contains information about the point of interest. Finally, at the bottom of the
screen, there is a media player that allows the user to play an audio file associated with the
point of interest. The points of interest are played according to the order they are pushed
onto queue, so the points of interest that are pushed onto the queue first will be played first
unless the user chooses otherwise.
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The Point of Interest Information screen can be closed using the close button on the
top left corner of the screen. The next point of interest (if available) can be loaded manually
by using the next button on the top right corner of the screen.
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CHAPTER 5
User Testing
This chapter describes the two rounds of user testing done with the Hidden History
application. We discuss the usability issues found during this testing and how we improved
the application based on user feedback.

5.1

Participants
We identified people who were interested in travel and the history of the places they

visit. We chose to target young adults whose ages are between 20-40 because many people
of this age group have prior experience with mobile applications. We also sought test
participants who are not from here or who have moved here recently because they are less
familiar with local points of interest. The same participant criteria was used for both rounds
of user testing.

5.2

First Round of User Testing
Initial user testing was done with a total of 5 participants. Testing was done with

one participant at a time. We began the test by explaining the testing procedures to each
participant and obtaining their consent to participate before proceeding. Next, we gave
the participant a brief tutorial on the application to familiarize them with the application.
Each participant was then presented with a list of predefined tasks (see Appendix A) to
complete. The tasks stepped the participants through using the different features of the
application, such as selecting a route and following the route to discover nearby points of
interest. Only the Route and Explore mode were tested because the Tour mode was not yet
implemented. Some of the optional features, such as the Settings screen and the navigation
drawer were also not complete.
For testing, we prepopulated the application with information (i.e., photos, textual
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descriptions, and an audio file) for 18 sculptures located across the USU campus. Consequently, testing was done on the USU campus with each test session lasting around 30
minutes.
Participants were asked to “think-aloud”, and verbally speak their thoughts so that we
could understand what users were thinking about as they used the application. While the
participants were performing the tasks, we observed them and took notes on their actions
and their thoughts. We also asked the participants questions about what they were doing
and why. After the participants completed the list of tasks, we asked them a series of
questions about the usability of the application and their experience (see Appendix C).
Notes from these testing sessions are included in Appendix H.

5.2.1

Findings

For each task, we determined the number of participants who encountered a usability
issue with that task and calculated a percentage of participants who did not have issues for
each task (see Table 1). This table also summarizes the issues encountered by participants
and the comments they offered while performing the tasks. During this first round of user
testing, the average percentage of participants that did not encounter usability issues when
performing a task was 57.777 %, which leaves much room for improvement.
All the participants liked the application and they showed great interest in learning
more information about the landscapes around them. Many of the participants found the
Route Mode useful, since it could help them discover landscapes along their way to a chosen
destination. We selected participants who were new to the area and they reported that they
frequently took road trips with their friends to discover nearby locations. They talked about
how the trip was often more fun than actually reaching the final destination and how the
Hidden History application could help make the journey more enjoyable.
Participants found the information they learned about the sculptures on the USU
campus interesting and informative. Many of the participants stated that they did not
know that there were so many sculptures on campus. One of the participants said, “I did
not know that there was a sculpture there before”. In this case, the application revealed a
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sculpture that had previously been “hidden” to a participant.
Table 1: Summary Table for First Round of User Testing
Task

Percentage without Issue

Issues Identified

Comments by the users
on significant issues

Route Mode
1. Open Application.

100 %

None

None

3. Choose to navigate from
Logan to Salt Lake City.

20 %

Ability to use users GPS
location as one of the locations.

It will be a good option to
detect my location
automatically.

4. Select the first available route.

100 %

None

None

5. Select 3-5 historic places
to visit along your route.

0%

Checkboxes are not aligned
with the name of the Point of
Interest.

Some separation between
the points of interest would be
good.

6. Choose to start following the route.

100%

None

None

2. Select the Route mode.

Explore Mode
1. Open Application

100 %

None

None

2. Select the Explore mode.

100%

None

None

3. Walk to at least 5
points of interest on campus
and listen to or read the information
about that site.

0%

1. More Information about the Points
of Interest other than the title when
clicked on marker [40 %].

2. Auto refocus is not good [100 %].

1. It is good to have more
information about the landscapes
upon clicking on markers.

2. With the auto refocus I am
not able to look at other
locations on the map.

Participants identified many problems and offered several suggestions for improving
the Hidden History application. For instance, the initial version of the prototype would
automatically refocus the screen on the user every 2 seconds. All the participants found
that this automatic refocusing was often unwanted, especially when they wanted to view
other areas of the map. A suggestion was to have a button that would allow the user to
manually refocus the map on the user. Many of the participants said that they would like
more information on markers instead of just the title of the point of interest. For example,
they would also like to see an image of the point of interest and information about how far
away the point of interest is from the user. Many of the participants wanted to have an
option to use their GPS location as one of the addresses while selecting the route. Most
of the participants faced difficulty in selecting the landscapes since the checkboxes are not
aligned to the landscape title. Most of the participants found the automatic detection
of points of interest and the automatic playing of audio information about those points
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helpful. However, some participants preferred to manually decide whether they wanted to
learn more information about a point of interest instead of having audio information play
automatically. They suggested having a manual mode where the application tells a user
that he/she is close to a point of interest and then lets the user decide whether he/she wants
to know more about that point of interest. One of the participants stated that different
colors could be used for the different points of interest, where the closest points would have
darker shades and the color shade of the points would be lighter the further away they are
from the user. One user suggested that voice instructions would help improve the usability
of the application when driving.

5.2.2

Prototype Changes

We implemented the following changes to the prototype based on user observation and
feedback from the first round of user testing:
1. We added a Re-Center button on all the map screens to enable users to refocus the
map to their location when desired instead of automatically refocusing (see Figure
16).
2. We added a custom information window with additional information that appears
when a user clicks a point of interest marker on one of the map screens. The information window contains the name of the point of interest, a picture of the point of
interest, and the distance of the point of interest from the user (see Figure 16).
3. We added a Manual mode (see Figure 17) for the discovery of points of interest. When
a user enters the geofence of a point of interest while in manual mode, the application
allows the user to choose if he/she wants to learn about that point of interest now or
if he/she wants to add the point of interest to the site Queue for later.

5.3

Final Round of User Testing
The second and final round of user testing was done using a fully functioning version of

the high-fidelity prototype that had all of the features implemented. This round of testing
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Fig. 16: Explore Map Screen with the Re-Center Option

Fig. 17: Manual Mode Trigger Event
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was done with 10 participants. The testing procedure was the same as the procedure used
for the first round of user testing. We began by explaining the study, then we had the user
test the application by completing a list of tasks, and then we asked a series of follow up
questions. The testing also took place on the USU campus, again using sculptures as points
of interest. The only difference with this round of testing is we used a longer list of tasks for
the user to complete (see Appendix B) because the application now had all of its features
(some features had not yet been implemented for the prior round of testing). Consequently,
the tests took longer to complete, approximately 45 minute. The detailed observation and
interview notes for this round of user testing can be found in Appendix I.

5.3.1

Findings

After the final round of user testing, we again calculated the percentage of participants
that did not encounter problems with each task (see Table 2). This table also documents the
usability issues that users encountered and the comments given by participants regarding
these issues. Since many of the problems identified during the first round of user testing
were addressed before beginning the second round of testing, the average percentage of
participants that did not encounter usability issues when performing a task increased to
87.3 %. This improvement represents a 29.4 % increase over the 57.777 % average during
the first round of user testing.
Participant feedback for this second round of user testing was similar to the initial user
testing. The participants reported liking the Route Mode better than the Explore Mode
and Tour Mode. They also gave similar responses when asked why they liked the Route
Mode better, stating that finding more points of interest to explore on their road trips would
make the trip more interesting and fun. All the participants felt like they learned a lot of
information about the sculptures on USUs campus by using the Hidden History application.
Some of the comments given by the participants include: “There are so many sculptures
on campus and I never knew about any of them”, “I always thought that Whispers and
Silence is a weird sculpture” and “The Kinetic sculpture is very interesting to watch”.
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Table 2: Summary Table for final Usability Study
Task

Percentage without Issue

Issues Identified

Comments by the users
on significant issues

Route Mode
1. Open Application.

100 %

None

None

2. Select the Route mode.

100 %

None

None

100%

None

None

3. Choose to navigate from Logan to
Salt Lake City.

Did not find the
4. Choose to use customize

80 %

customize settings radio

None

settings.
button in first glance [20 %]
5. Select a suitable radius.
6. Go to settings page and choose

100 %

None

None

100 %

None

None

100 %

None

None

The whole section is

Why cant I

not clickable as in

click on the section itself

previous screens.

as in the previous screen?

100 %

None

None

100 %

None

None

what the types of landscape you like to visit are.
7. Get back to route mode.

8. Select the first available

80 %

route.

9. Select 3-5 historic places to
visit along your route.
10. Choose to start following the route.

Explore Mode
1. Open Application

100 %

None

None

2. Select the Explore mode.

100 %

None

None

100 %

None

None

3. Open navigation drawer or side
panel and select to see only your
interested Landscapes on the map.
Letters on the
4. Open the queue to see what
Queue button is not visible [100 %]
points of interest are in the queue.

Text on the

0%

If there are any points of interest in

button is not clear.
Queue Button is

the queue, open one and learn more about it.
obstructing the media player [100 %]
5. Walk to at least 5 points of
interest on campus and listen to or

100 %

None

None

read the information about that site.
Tour Mode
1. Open Application.

100 %

None

None

2. Select Tour Mode.

100 %

None

None

3. Select the first available tour.

100 %

None

None

Letters on the
4. Navigate along the map and
listen to or read about the different

Queue button is not visible [100 %]
Text on the

0%

button is not clear.
sites on the tour.

Queue Button is
obstructing the media player [100 %]
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Participants identified many problems and offered several suggestions for improving
the Hidden History prototype. For example, a few of the participants did not find the
customize settings radio button at a first glance. In another case, a few of the participants
wanted to be able click on the whole section instead of just the select button in the Available
Route Selection Screen and Tour Selection Screen. Many of participants complained that
the Queue button on the map screens was difficult to read. All the participants suggested
moving the Queue button so that it doesn't obstruct the media player when a Point of
Interest Information screen is loaded. Some of the participants suggested that the route
given on the map for a tour should have arrows to indicate the direction one should travel
to reach each point of interest on the tour. Finally, one of the participants suggested that
the application should have voice instructions for both the Route and Tour mode.

5.3.2

Prototype Changes

After analyzing the results of the second round of usability testing, we implemented
the following changes to the prototype based on user observation and feedback:
1. We changed the font on the Queue button to be more readable (see Figure 18).

Fig. 18: Queue Button with More Readable Text
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2. We moved the Queue button upward so that it no longer obstructs the media player
inside the Point of Interest Information screen (see Figure 19).

Fig. 19: Queue Button Moved in the Point of Interest Information Screen

The rest of the problems identified during the second round of usability testing (e.g.,
voice instructions for Route and Tour mode and directional arrows to guide users in Tour
mode) are left for future work and are discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusion
In this research, we created and evaluated Hidden History a mobile application developed on the Android mobile platform to help users discover and learn more about the
landscapes and points of interest that surround them.
Before we started developing the application, we studied previous work done in this field
and existing applications that help users explore and learn more about the world around
them (see Chapter 2). We also made a list of the features that existing applications provide
and identified the shortcomings of these applications. For example, we found that all the
existing applications are location aware, and support either guided or unguided exploration
of landscapes. However, none of the applications supported both modes of exploration, or
if they did the support was very limited. We implemented three different modes (Route
Mode, Explore Mode and Tour Mode) in the Hidden History application for both guided
and unguided landscape exploration (see chapter 4). Many existing applications notify users
automatically about the nearest point of interest but the distance between the user and the
point of interest when the user is notified is predefined. The Hidden History application
allows users to choose the radius around the points of interest within which they would like to
be notified. Unlike other applications, Hidden History allows users to receive information
about nearby points of interest either automatically or by navigating to the information
manually. Finally, the application provides the information about a point of interest to the
user with three different data types (Images, Text and Audio).
To develop the Hidden History application, we began with paper prototyping. The
paper prototype was iteratively improved until we were ready to create a high fidelity
prototype (see Chapter 3). Next, we developed a high fidelity prototype using the Android
mobile platform. This prototype addressed the shortcomings in existing applications, while
also bringing together their best features (see Chapter 4). With the high fidelity prototype,
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we conducted two rounds of usability testing (see Chapter 5) where we learned what users
thought about the application and how usable the application was. Overall, users liked
the application and through its interface they learned more about the points of interest
around them. Participants liked the Route mode best because they liked the idea of finding
new places to visit along their way to a destination. Participants found several issues and
offered suggestions regarding the application during the usability tests. We resolved and
implemented most of these issues and suggestions (see Chapter 5) however, some of these
items were beyond the scope of this work and are left for future work. By iteratively
prototyping and testing the Hidden History application with users, we created a mobile
application that better supports the discovery of landscape history.

6.1

Future Work
While this research work developed an application with more features compared to

existing applications, there is still more room for improvement based on user feedback. We
discuss some of these improvements in this section.

6.1.1

Accept User Generated Content

A future feature that we want to implement is to allow users to contribute to the
information available on the Hidden History application. This feature would help build a
bigger repository of interesting sites and information about those sites that might not be
available through common tour guides and information plaques. To develop this feature
would require new interface elements and a larger centralized database where all the usergenerated content would be stored. Additionally, the content contributed by users would
need to be moderated for accuracy.

6.1.2

Voice Directions for Route and Tour mode

Route mode provides users with in-app routing and partial driving directions in text
format, but during usability testing most of the participants wanted voice driving instructions. They felt that it would be easier to use the application while driving if they didn't
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have to look at and interact with the application.
To get the voice driving instructions, we would need to use the Google Directions API.
Unfortunately, this API cannot be contacted directly from a mobile device. The API only
talks to another server through which we would have to get the full driving instructions
and then change it to voice driving instructions at the required time. Also, Google does
not allow third party applications to create navigational applications using Google's API
data. There are many third party API's that do provide this information but they charge
for their services. Due to these complications, we leave this feature for future work.

6.1.3

Move Application Database to the Cloud

The current application has a database inside the application and since the database
is not very large the application size is limited and does not cause any performance issues.
In the future, however, when new points of interest are included and the database grows,
the size of the application will increase and likely cause performance issues in devices with
lower memory. Also, since the database is small, we contact the database multiple times
in our application without maintaining any cache for the data acquired from the database,
which is an inefficient technique for a larger database.
To handle a larger database with large amounts of data, the current database must
be moved to a cloud-based server, which in turn will make the application light and more
manageable in low memory devices. Moving the database to the cloud will also make data
manipulation operations easier and efficient since it is sufficient to manipulate only the
database present in the cloud and all the mobile devices using the application will connect
to the cloud to get the required data. It will increase the accuracy and consistency of the
database.

6.1.4

Directional Arrows for Tour Mode

Currently, Tour Mode provides users with a mapped route through all the points of
interest in the tour and partial driving directions in text format. However, during usability
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testing, users suggested having directional arrows on the mapped route to show the shortest
path for completing the tour.
To include directional arrows on the route, we need to have more information about the
route like the heading of the route to display the appropriate arrows. Unfortunately, the additional details required are not provided with the basic free API. Due to this complication,
we leave this for future work.
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Appendix A
Tasks for First Round of User Testing
Tasks for Route Mode Testing
1. Open Application.
2. Select the Route mode.
3. Choose to navigate from Logan to Salt Lake City.
4. Select the first available route.
5. Select 3-5 historic places to visit along your route.
6. Choose to start following the route.
Tasks for Explore Mode Testing
1. Open Application
2. Select the Explore mode.
3. Walk to at least 5 points of interest on campus and listen to or read the information
about that site.
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Appendix B
Tasks for Final Round of User Testing
Tasks for Route Mode Testing
1. Open the Application.
2. Select the Route mode.
3. Choose to navigate from Logan to Salt Lake City.
4. Choose to customize your settings.
5. Select a suitable radius.
6. Go to the settings page and choose the types of landscapes you would like to visit.
7. Return to the route mode.
8. Select the first available route.
9. Select 3-5 historic places to visit along your route.
10. Choose to start following the route.
Tasks for Explore Mode Testing
1. Open the Application
2. Select the Explore mode.
3. Open navigation drawer or side panel and select to see only your interested Landscapes
on the map.
4. Open the queue to see what points of interest are in the queue. If there are any points
of interest in the queue, open one and learn more about it.
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5. Walk to at least 5 points of interest on campus and listen to or read the information
about that site.
Tasks for Tour Mode Testing
1. Open the Application.
2. Select the Tour Mode.
3. Select the first available tour.
4. Navigate along the map and listen to or read about the different sites on the tour.
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Appendix C
Follow Up Questions for User Testing
1. What experience have you had with mobile applications, and in particular with mobile
applications that might be similar to this application?
2. What do you like about the application?
3. Do you have suggestions for improvement?
4. Do you have any ideas for additional application features?
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Appendix D
Paper Prototype

Fig. 20: Paper Prototype 1
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Fig. 21: Paper Prototype 2
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Fig. 22: Paper Prototype 3
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Appendix E
Tasks for Cognitive Walkthrough
1. Route to a place and select only the historic places along the route at a rad ius of 5
miles.
2. Navigate to a place you would like to go and select the places you would like to visit
along the way.
3. Explore places of interest around you.
4. Route to a different place using your current location as starting point.
5. Modify the route and increase the range radius along the route to include more places
to Visit.
6. Follow a Tour on campus.
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Appendix F
Cognitive Walkthrough Documentation

Table 3: Cognitive Walkthrough Work Sheet for Task 1
Steps of the Task

User Action

Changes in States

Good Feedback?

Yes

yes

Critique.

Obvious?
Open the application

yes

Everything is good nothing
can go wrong here

Select Route Mode

yes

yes

yes

No problem
Some people might get

Input from address and to

no

yes

no

address place

confused as to enter which
address (to or from address)
in which field.
Confused as how much radius

Select filters and set the

no

yes

no

radius as 5 miles.

am I selecting exactly as there
is no display of the radius in
accordance with the slider.

Go to next screen.
Select the first available

yes

yes

yes

No problem

yes

yes

yes

No problem

route
some users might not realize
Select the landscapes

no

yes

no

that there is a plus button to
select and instead click on the
landscape item to select it
As the route button is at

Navigate to map screen

yes

yes

No

the top of the screen it breaks
the flow as user will have to come
back to the top to click on the route button.
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Table 4: Cognitive Walkthrough Work Sheet for Task 2
User Action

Steps of the Task

Changes in States

Good Feedback?

Yes

yes

Critique.

Obvious?
Open the application

yes

Everything is good nothing
can go wrong here

Select Route Mode

yes

yes

No problem

yes

Some people might get
Input from address and to

no

yes

confused as to enter which

no

address place

address (to or from address) in
which field.

Go to next screen.
Select the first available

yes

yes

yes

No problem

yes

yes

yes

No problem

route
some users might not realize
Select the landscapes

no

yes

that there is a plus button to

no

select and instead click on the
landscape item to select it
As the route button is at
Navigate to map screen

yes

yes

the top of the screen it breaks

No

the flow as user will have to come
back to the top to click on the route button.

Table 5: Cognitive Walkthrough Work Sheet for Task 3

Steps of the Task

User Action

Changes in States

Good Feedback?

Yes

yes

Critique.

Obvious?
Open the application

yes

Everything is good nothing
can go wrong here

Select Explore Mode

yes

yes

yes

No problem

Explore places

yes

yes

yes

No problem
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Table 6: Cognitive Walkthrough Work Sheet for Task 4
User Action

Steps of the Task

Changes in States

Good Feedback?

Yes

yes

Critique.

Obvious?
Open the application

yes

Everything is good nothing
can go wrong here

Select Route Mode

yes

yes

yes

No problem
Some people might get

Use gps button to enter your
location as one of the address

no

yes

confused as to enter which

no

address (to or from address)
and enter the other address place
in which field.
Go to next screen.
Select the first available

yes

yes

yes

No problem

yes

yes

yes

No problem

route
some users might not realize
Select the landscapes

no

yes

that there is a plus button

no

to select and instead click on
the landscape item to select it
As the route button is at
Navigate to map screen

yes

yes

the top of the screen it breaks

No

the flow as user will have to come
back to the top to click on the route button.

Table 7: Cognitive Walkthrough Work Sheet for Task 5

Steps of the Task

User Action

Changes in States

Good Feedback?

Yes

yes

Critique.

Obvious?
Open the application

yes

Everything is good nothing
can go wrong here

Select Tour Mode
Select the available campus

yes

yes

yes

No problem

yes

yes

yes

No problem

Yes

YES

YES

No Problem

tour.
Follow the map shown
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Table 8: Cognitive Walkthrough Work Sheet for Task 6
Steps of the Task

User Action

Changes in States

Good Feedback?

Yes

yes

Critique.

Obvious?
Go back to route selection

yes

screen.
Change or modify the to and

Everything is good nothing
can go wrong here

yes

yes

yes

No problem

from address
Confused as how much radius
Select filters and set the

no

yes

no

am I selecting exactly as there is
no display of the radius in accordance

required radius.

with the slider.
Go to next screen.
Select the first available

yes

yes

yes

No problem

yes

yes

yes

No problem

route
some users might not realize
Select the landscapes

no

yes

no

that there is a plus button to select
and instead click on the landscape item
to select it
As the route button is at

Navigate to map screen

yes

yes

No

the top of the screen it breaks the flow
as user will have to come back to
the top to click on the route button.
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Appendix G
Heuristic Evaluation Documentation

Table 9: Main Application Menu Screen Heuristic Evaluation
Heuristic

Brief Description of the Evaluation Decision

Severity Rating (1-3)
3 = big problem

Visibility of the system

The system status is clear

0

status
Match between system and real

Matches to the real world

world

scenario of choosing one in three options.

0

User has full control and
User control and freedom

freedom in the application. He/she can select which route they want to and

0

use any feature in the screen.
Consistency and standards

The interface is consistent

0

throughout. For example similar cards used for different modes.
Recognition rather than

Recognizes all the user

recall

choices in previous screens and settings

Flexibility and efficiency

The interface is very

of use

flexible and efficient and does not obstruct user from using any feature.

Aesthetic and minimalistic

Google material design

design

standards are followed in designing the screen

0

0

0
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Table 10: Route Selection Screen Heuristic Evaluation
Heuristic

Brief Description of the Evaluation Decision

Severity Rating (1-3)
3 = big problem

Visibility of the system
status

The system status is clear

0

Match between system and
real world

Matches to the real world
scenario of typing the from and to addresses

0

User control and freedom

User has full control on the
interface.

0

Consistency and standards

The interface is consistent
throughout.

0

Recognition rather than
recall

Recognizes all the user
choices in previous screens and settings

0

Flexibility and efficiency
of use

The interface is very
flexible and efficient and does not obstruct user from using any feature.

0

Aesthetic and minimalistic
design

Google material design
standards are followed in designing the screen

0

Table 11: Available Routes Screen Heuristic Evaluation
Heuristic

Brief Description of the Evaluation Decision

Severity Rating (1-3)
3 = big problem

Visibility of the system
status

The system status is clear

0

Match between system and
real world

Matches to the real world
perfectly

0

User control and freedom

User has full control on the
interface and can select any of the available routes.

0

Consistency and standards

Navigation panel is not
present but is present in other screens and does not have any other navigation
options.

2

Recognition rather than
recall

Recognizes all the user
choices in previous screens and settings

0

Flexibility and efficiency
of use

Flexibility in the screen is
limited because it does not any other navigation options and hinders flexibility
and also not efficient.

3

Aesthetic and minimalistic
design

Google material design
standards are followed in designing the screen.

0
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Table 12: Landscape Selection Screen Heuristic Evaluation
Heuristic

Brief Description of the Evaluation Decision

Severity Rating (1-3)
3 = big problem

Visibility of the system
status

The system status is clear

0

Match between system and
real world

Matches to the real world

0

User control and freedom

User has full control on the
interface.

0

Consistency and standards

Navigation panel is not
present but is present in other screens and does not have any other
navigation options

2

Recognition rather than
recall

Recognizes all the user
choices in previous screens and settings

0

Flexibility and efficiency
of use

Absence of navigational
panel and other options hinders the flexibility and efficiency.

3

Aesthetic and minimalistic
design

Google material design
standards are followed in designing the screen

0

Table 13: Route Map Screen Heuristic Evaluation
Heuristic

Brief Description of the Evaluation Decision

Severity Rating (1-3)
3 = big problem

Visibility of the system
status

The system status is clear

0

Match between system and
real world

Matches to the real world

0

User control and freedom

User has full control on the
interface.

0

Consistency and standards

Navigation panel is not
present but is present in other screens and does not have any other
navigation options

2

Recognition rather than
recall

Recognizes all the user
choices in previous screens and settings

0

Flexibility and efficiency
of use

Absence of navigational
panel and other options hinders the flexibility and efficiency.

3

Aesthetic and minimalistic
design

Google material design
standards are followed in designing the screen

0
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Table 14: Explore Map Screen Heuristic Evaluation
Heuristic

Brief Description of the Evaluation Decision

Severity Rating (1-3)
3 = big problem

Visibility of the system
status

The system status is clear

0

Match between system and
real world

Matches to the real world

0

User control and freedom

User has full control on the
interface.

0

Consistency and standards

Navigation panel is not
present but is present in other screens and does not have any other
navigation options

2

Recognition rather than
recall

Recognizes all the user
choices in previous screens and settings

0

Flexibility and efficiency
of use

Absence of navigational
panel and other options hinders the flexibility and efficiency.

3

Aesthetic and minimalistic
design

Google material design
standards are followed in designing the screen

0

Table 15: Tour Selection Screen Heuristic Evaluation
Heuristic

Brief Description of the Evaluation Decision

Severity Rating (1-3)
3 = big problem

Visibility of the system
status

The system status is clear

0

Match between system and
real world

Matches to the real world
scenario.

0

User control and freedom

User has full control on the
interface and has freedom to access any feature on the interface.

0

Consistency and standards

The interface is consistent
throughout and follows application standard.

0

Recognition rather than
recall

Recognizes all the user
choices in previous screens and settings

0

Flexibility and efficiency
of use

The interface is very
flexible and efficient and does not obstruct user from using any feature.

0

Aesthetic and minimalistic
design

Google material design
standards are followed in designing the screen

0
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Table 16: Tour Map Screen Heuristic Evaluation
Heuristic

Brief Description of the Evaluation Decision

Severity Rating (1-3)
3 = big problem

Visibility of the system
status

The system status is clear

0

Match between system and
real world

Matches to the real world
scenario

0

User control and freedom

User has full control on the
interface.

0

Consistency and standards

Navigation panel is not
present but is present in other screens and does not have any other
navigation options inside the application.

2

Recognition rather than
recall

Recognizes all the user
choices in previous screens and settings

0

Flexibility and efficiency
of use

Absence of navigational
panel and other options hinders the flexibility and efficiency.

3

Aesthetic and minimalistic
design

Google material design
standards are followed in designing the screen

0
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Appendix H
First Round of User Testing Documentation

Table 17: First Round of User Testing with Participant p1
Action by p1

Comment by p1

1. Open

Clicked on the

What is the name

Application.

application icon

of the application

Task

observation

Route Mode

2. Select the Route mode.

Clicked on the route

This is easy

Obvious

obvious

mode card view
Entered the old main

It does not detect my

usu as from address and

location automatically.

slc as to address

It will be a good feature.

Selected the available route

Okay

Clear

They should have some space

Some confusion as explained

between them to differentiate easily

in action by p1.

Okay done

clear

Okay

Clear

Same

Clear

3. Choose to navigate from

Suggested a new feature

old main Logan to Salt Lake City.

4. Select the first available route.

and it is obvious

Selected the places by clicking the
5. Select 3-5 historic places
check boxes but confused as the
to visit along your route.
boxes are not aligned with the text
6. Choose to start following the route.

Pressed the next button

Explore Mode
1. Open Application

Clicked on the
application icon

2. Select the Explore mode.

Clicked on the
explore card view

I expected to see more
3. Walk to at least 5 points

Okay this is new to me.

of interest on campus and listen to or read the

I never thought that there

information about that site.

are some important places on campus

Felt irritated with the
information about the landscape
auto zoom and wanted me
when i clicked on the
to implement his suggestion.
marker and the auto zoom is annoying
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Table 18: First Round of User Testing with Participant p2
Task

Action by p2

Comment by p2

observation

1. Open
Application.

Clicked on the
application icon

What is the name
of the application

Obvious

2. Select the Route mode.

Swipe on card which
got clicked on the
route mode card view

I thought the background
was an actual map.

Thought the image was
actually a map view and
wanted to see more information,
i explained then it was clear.

3. Choose to navigate from
old main Logan to Salt Lake City.

Entered the old main usu as
from address and slc as to address

Okay done.

Suggested a new feature
and it is obvious

4. Select the first available route.

Selected the available route

Okay

Clear

5. Select 3-5 historic places
to visit along your route.

Selected the places by clicking
the check boxes but confused as the boxes
are not aligned with the text

They are juggled i can’t see
which check box belongs to
which landscape.

Some confusion as
explained in action by p2.

6. Choose to start following the route.

Pressed the next button

Okay done

clear

1. Open Application

Clicked on the application icon

Okay

Clear

2. Select the Explore mode.

Clicked on the explore card view

Done

Clear

Walked to 5 places and
learned about them.

I expected to see more information
about the landscape when i clicked on the
marker and the auto zoom is not
helping and not letting me see what
else is on the map.

Felt irritated with the
auto zoom and wanted me
to implement his suggestion.

Route Mode

Explore Mode

3. Walk to at least 5 points
of interest on campus and listen to or read the
information about that site.

Table 19: First Round of User Testing with Participant p3
Task

Action by p3

Comment by p3

observation

1. Open
Application.

Clicked on the
application icon

What is the name
of the application

Obvious

2. Select the Route mode.

Clicked on the route
mode card view

The background does
not make any sense

obvious

3. Choose to navigate
from old main Logan
to Salt Lake City.

Entered the old main usu
as from address and slc
as to address

There should be an option
to use my location

Suggested a new feature
and it is obvious

4. Select the first
available route.

Selected the
available route

Okay

Clear

5. Select 3-5 historic
places to visit along
your route.

Selected the places by
clicking the check boxes
but confused as the
boxes are not
aligned with the text

They should have some
space between them to
differentiate easily

Some confusion as
explained in action by p3.

6. Choose to start
following the route.

Pressed
the next button

This button says route
so clicked.

clear

1. Open Application

Clicked on the application icon

Okay

Clear

2. Select the Explore mode.

Clicked on the
explore card view

Same

Clear

3. Walk to at least 5 points
of interest on campus and
listen to or read the
information about that site.

Okay this is new to me.
I never thought that there are
some important places on campus

Good amount of information
about the landscapes.
It helps sometimes and the auto
zoom is bad option.

Suggested to have a
manual mode and also
asked me to remove auto focusing.
Did not like the features and
wanted some more.

Route Mode

Explore Mode
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Table 20: First Round of User Testing with Participant p4
Action by p4

Comment by p4

observation

1. Open
Application.

Clicked on the
application icon

What is the name
of the application

Obvious

2. Select the Route mode.

Clicked on the route
mode card view

The background does
not make any sense

obvious

3. Choose to navigate from
old main Logan to Salt Lake City.

Entered the old main usu
as from address and slc
as to address

There should be an option
to use my location

Suggested a new feature
and it is obvious

4. Select the first available route.

Selected the available route

Okay

Clear

5. Select 3-5 historic places
to visit along your route.

Selected the places by
clicking the check boxes
but confused as the boxes are not
aligned with the text

They should have some
space between them to
differentiate easily

Some confusion as
explained in action by p4.

6. Choose to start following the route.

Pressed
the next button

This button says route so clicked.
The auto focus is not letting me
see anything.

clear

1. Open Application

Clicked on the application icon

Okay

Clear

2. Select the Explore mode.

Clicked on the
explore card view

Same

Clear

3. Walk to at least 5 points
of interest on campus and
listen to or read the
information about that site.

Okay this is new to me.
I never thought that there are
some important places on campus

Good amount of information
about the landscapes.
It helps sometimes and the auto
zoom is bad option.

Suggested to have a
manual mode and also
asked me to remove auto focusing.
Did not like the features and
wanted some more.

Task
Route Mode

Explore Mode

Table 21: First Round of User Testing with Participant p5
Task

Action by p5

Comment by p5

observation

1. Open
Application.

Clicked on the
application icon

What is the name
of the application

Obvious

2. Select the Route mode.

Clicked on the route
mode card view

The background does
not make any sense

obvious

3. Choose to navigate
from old main Logan
to Salt Lake City.

Entered the old main usu
as from address and slc
as to address

There should be an option
to use my location

Suggested a new feature
and it is obvious

4. Select the first
available route.

Selected the
available route

Okay

Clear

5. Select 3-5 historic
places to visit along
your route.

Selected the places by
clicking the check boxes
but confused as the
boxes are not
aligned with the text

They should have some
space between them to
differentiate easily

Some confusion as
explained in action by p5.

6. Choose to start
following the route.

Pressed
the next button

This button says route
so clicked.

clear

1. Open Application

Clicked on the application icon

Okay

Clear

2. Select the Explore mode.

Clicked on the
explore card view

Same

Clear

3. Walk to at least 5 points
of interest on campus and
listen to or read the
information about that site.

Okay this is new to me.
I never thought that there are
some important places on campus

Good amount of information
about the landscapes.
It helps sometimes and the auto
zoom is bad option.

Suggested to have a
manual mode and also
asked me to remove auto focusing.
Did not like the features and
wanted type specific features.

Route Mode

Explore Mode
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Table 22: Final User Testing with P1
Tasks

Action by P1

Comment by P1

Observation

1. Open
the Application.

Clicked
on the icon

What is the
name of the app

Task would be more
clear with application
name in it.

2. Select the
Route mode.

Clicked on the
first card view

clear

Easy to find

3. Choose to navigate
from old main logan
to Salt Lake City.

Used his gps location
for from address and
slc for to address

I will use my location
since i am in old main logan

Clear with the
information available

4. Choose to customize
your settings.

Choose the customize
settings radio button

Awesome technique to
save space by hiding
the radius scroll

Searched for the
customize settings radio
button. But found it quickly.

5. Select a suitable radius.

Choose about 1000 meters
radius

Display of radius on the
side according to slider
movement is awesome
and helpful

It is very obvious.

6. Go to the settings page
and choose the types
of landscapes you would
like to visit.

Searched if it has overflow
menu or side panel,
opened overflow menu and
clicked on settings and
clicked on landscapes

You have got both ways
to open settings page

Clear
and obvious

7. Return to the route mode.

Used the up navigation button

No comment

Clear
and obvious

8. Select the first available
route.

Clicked
on the select button

Why cant i click the
box just like in main
activity instead of having
a button to select

Clicked on the card view
and then realized that there
is a select
button and i had to
explain for the question
asked.

9. Select 3-5 historic places
to visit along your route.

Selected the places
by clicking on them

Changing of color on all the
selected items is very helpful
to know what items are
selected

Obvious
and clear

10. Choose to start following
the route.

Clicked done and
clicked on next

Again the space saving
by hiding the button
until needed is awesome

Obvious
and clear

1. Open
the Application

Clicked
on the icon

What is
the name of the app

Obvious
and clear

2. Select the Explore mode.

Clicked on the card
view with the title explore

Same as
route mode

Obvious
and clear

3. Open navigation drawer or
side panel and select to
see only your interested
Landscapes on the map.

Swiped from left edge
and selected historic

Using the colors tags as
background for the items
in the is a good idea and very
helpful

Obvious
and clear

4. Open the queue to see what
points of interest are in the
queue. If there are any
points of interest in the queue,
open one and learn more about it.

Searched for the button and
Clicked on the queue floating
button and clicked on
whispers and silence

Big text font on the button and
Some more information
inside the queue would be good
like distance from me to the place
i just
selected would be nice to know

Clear but text on button i
s small and hard to understand.

5. Walk to at least 5 points
of interest on campus and
listen to or read the
information about that site.

Walked to 5 landscapes
all historic

Wow there are many interesting
places on campus, Automatic
detection when near to
place is a very helpful feature.
Queue button is obstructing the media player

Clear
and obvious

1. Open
the Application.

Clicked
on the icon

What is
the name of the app

Obvious
and clear

2. Select the Tour Mode.

Clicked on the card
view with the title explore

Same as
other modes

Obvious
and clear

3. Select the first available tour.

Clicked on the card and
it did not work then clicked on select button

It would easy if i could click
on the card rather than clicking
on a button and
image slideshow is good and
gives out more information about the
tour without
getting into the tour to find out.

Clicking
on card would be obvious.

4. Navigate along the map and
listen to or read about the different
sites on the tour.

Followed
the route

Arrow marks to show the shortest
path would be good, also queue button is
obstructing the media player.

Clear but needs directions
for the shortest path.

Route Mode

Explore Mode

Tour Mode
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Table 23: Final User Testing with P2
Tasks

Action by P2

Comment by P2

Observation

1. Open
the Application.

Clicked
on the icon

What is
the name of the app

Task would be more
clear with application
name in it.

2. Select the
Route mode.

Clicked
on the first card view

clear

Easy to
find

3. Choose to navigate
from old main logan
to Salt Lake City.

Used his gps location for
from address and salt lake city
for to address

The helping text makes it
easy to put from and to
address in respective boxes.

Clear with the
information available

4. Choose to customize
your settings.

Choose the customize
settings radio button

It is very nice that i do not
see unwanted things on
screen unless i want to

Searched for the customize
settings radio button.
But found it quickly.

5. Select a suitable radius.

Choose the lowest radius
app can get to (300 meters)

The radius meter that changes
according to slider is very helpful

It is
very obvious.

6. Go to the settings page
and choose the types
of landscapes you would
like to visit.

Clicked on the side panel
button on the action bar to
open navigation drawer.

That was just like other applications
nothing too complex.

Clear
and obvious

7. Return to the route mode.

Used the up navigation
button

Go back to previous screen

Clear
and obvious

8. Select the first available
route.

Tried clicking on the card and
then immediately found the select
button and clicked
on the select button

Why cant i click the box just
like in main activity instead
of having a button
to select

Since in main activity they can
click on the card directly they thought it is the
same case everywhere but it’s
not the case.

9. Select 3-5 historic places
to visit along your route.

Selected the places by
clicking on them

Changing the background of the
selected item helps to check if i
have selected all the
things i wanted to.

Obvious
and clear

10. Choose to start following
the route.

Clicked done and
clicked on next

Instead of next something like
start should be a good word

Obvious
and clear

1. Open
the Application

Clicked
on the icon

What is
the name of the app

Obvious
and clear

2. Select the Explore mode.

Clicked on the card view
with the title explore

okay

Obvious
and clear

3. Open navigation drawer or
side panel and select to
see only your interested
Landscapes on the map.

Clicked on the navigation drawer
icon to open the side panel and
clicked historic.

Using the color as background is
helpful incase if we did not notice
it in main
activity

Obvious
and clear

4. Open the queue to see what
points of interest are in the
queue. If there are any
points of interest in the queue,
open one and learn more about it.

Searched for the button and
Clicked on the queue floating
button and clicked on
whispers and silence

Letters are not visible and
legible.

Clear but text on button
is small and hard to
understand.

5. Walk to at least 5 points
of interest on campus and
listen to or read the
information about that site.

Walked
to 5 landscapes all historic

There are more things than i know
on campus. The queue button is
obstructing the media player.

Clear
and obvious

1. Open
the Application.

Clicked
on the icon

What is
the name of the app

Obvious
and clear

2. Select the Tour Mode.

Clicked on the card view
with the title explore

Same as
other modes

Obvious
and clear

3. Select the first available tour.

Clicked on the select button

Slide show with names of
landscapes is very helpful in
choosing the tour

Clear
and obvious

4. Navigate along the map and
listen to or read about the different
sites on the tour.

Followed
the route

Today i came to know more about
things on campus than
i ever did since i came here.

Clear and
obvious.

Route Mode

Explore Mode

Tour Mode
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Table 24: Final User Testing with P3
Tasks

Action by P3

Comment by P3

Observation

1. Open
the Application.

Clicked
on the icon

okay

Clear
and obvious

2. Select the
Route mode.

Clicked
on the first card view

clear

Easy to
find

3. Choose to navigate
from old main logan
to Salt Lake City.

Entered
old main logan and
salt lake city

The helper text
is helpful

Clear with the
information available

4. Choose to customize
your settings.

Choose the customize
settings radio button

I thought i need to go
to a new page to change it.

Clear

5. Select a suitable radius.

Chose
it as 500 meters

Side display of radius
helps

Clear
and obvious.

6. Go to the settings page
and choose the types
of landscapes you would
like to visit.

Clicked on the side panel
button on the action bar
to open navigation drawer.

No
comment

Clear
and obvious

7. Return to the route mode.

Used the back
button

No
comment

Clear
and obvious

8. Select the first available
route.

Clicked on the
select button

okay

Clear
and obvious

9. Select 3-5 historic places
to visit along your route.

Selected the places
by clicking on them

Color changing
helps

Obvious
and clear

10. Choose to start following
the route.

Clicked done and
clicked on next

Okay done

Obvious
and clear

1. Open
the Application

Clicked
on the icon

What is
the name of the app

Obvious
and clear

2. Select the Explore mode.

Clicked on the card view
with the title explore

Done

Obvious
and clear

3. Open navigation drawer or
side panel and select to
see only your interested
Landscapes on the map.

Clicked on the navigation
drawer icon to open the side
panel and clicked historic.

Different colors to identify
different types is very helpful

Obvious
and clear

4. Open the queue to see what
points of interest are in the
queue. If there are any
points of interest in the queue,
open one and learn more about it.

Searched for the button and
Clicked on the queue floating
button and clicked on
whispers and silence

Letters
are not visible.

Clear but text on button
is small and hard to understand.

5. Walk to at least 5 points
of interest on campus and
listen to or read the
information about that site.

Walked
to 5 landscapes all historic

There are more things than I know
on campus. Queue button is
obstructing the media
player.

Clear
and obvious

1. Open
the Application.

Clicked
on the icon

What is
the name of the app

Obvious
and clear

2. Select the Tour Mode.

Clicked
on the card view with the title explore

Same as
other modes

Obvious
and clear

3. Select the first available tour.

Clicked
on the select button

Slide show with names of
landscapes is very helpful
in choosing the tour

Clear
and obvious

4. Navigate along the map and
listen to or read about the different
sites on the tour.

Followed
the route

Today i came to know more
about things on campus than i
ever did since i came here.

Clear
and obvious.

Route Mode

Explore Mode

Tour Mode
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Table 25: Final User Testing with P4
Tasks
Route Mode
1. Open
the Application.
2. Select the
Route mode.
3. Choose to navigate
from old main Logan
to Salt Lake City.

Action by P4
Clicked
on the icon
Clicked
on the first card view
Used his gps location since
he is in old main Logan and
from address as salt lake
city.

4. Choose to customize
your settings.

Choose the customize
settings radio button

5. Select a suitable
radius.
6. Go to the settings
page and choose the
types of landscapes you
would like to visit.
7. Return to the
route mode.
8. Select the first
available route.
9. Select 3-5 historic
places to visit along
your route.
10. Choose to start
following the route.
Explore Mode
1. Open
the Application

Chose
it as 500 meters
Clicked on the side
panel button on the
action bar to open
navigation drawer.
Used
the back button
Clicked on the
select button

2. Select the
Explore mode.
3. Open navigation
drawer or side panel
and select to see only
your interested
Landscapes on the map.
4. Open the queue to
see what points of
interest are in the queue.
If there are any points of
interest in the queue,
open one and learn
more about it.
5. Walk to at least 5 points
of interest on campus and
listen to or read the
information about that site.
Tour Mode
1. Open
the Application.
2. Select the Tour
Mode.

Comment by P4

Observation

No
comment

Clear
and obvious
Easy to
find

The helper text
is helpful

Clear with the
information available

okay

Its good that i see
what i need to see
and i can get things
when i want it.
Side display
of radius helps

Clear
Clear
and obvious.

No
comment

Clear
and obvious

No
comment

Clear
and obvious
Clear
and obvious

okay

Selected the places
by clicking on them

Is there a limit on
how many landscapes
i can select?

Obvious
and clear

Clicked done and
clicked on next

done

Obvious
and clear

What is
the name of the app

Obvious
and clear

Done

Obvious
and clear

Clicked on the navigation
drawer icon to open the
side panel and clicked historic.

Different colors to identify
different types is very helpful

Obvious
and clear

Searched for the button
and Clicked on the queue
floating button and clicked on
whispers and silence

Text on the button is
not visible but identifiable

Clear
but text on button
is small and hard to understand.

Walked
to 5 landscapes all historic

There are more things
than i know on campus.
Queue button is obstructing
the total
time of the player.

Clear
and obvious

What is
the name of the app

Obvious
and clear

Same as
other modes

Obvious
and clear

Clicked
on the icon
Clicked on the card
view with the title
explore

Clicked
on the icon
Clicked on the card
view with the title
explore

3. Select the first
available tour.

Clicked on the
select button

4. Navigate along the map
and listen to or read about
the different sites on the tour.

Followed
the route

Slide show with names
of landscapes is very
helpful in choosing the tour
Today i came to know
more about things on
campus than i ever did
since i came here.

Clear
and obvious
Clear
and obvious.
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Table 26: Final User Testing with P5
Tasks
Route Mode
1. Open
the Application.
2. Select the
Route mode.
3. Choose to navigate
from old main Logan
to Salt Lake City.

Clicked
on the icon
Clicked
on the first card view
Used old main Logan
as from address and
as to salt lake city.

4. Choose to customize
your settings.

Choose the customize
settings radio button

5. Select a suitable
radius.
6. Go to the settings
page and choose the
types of landscapes you
would like to visit.

Chose
it as 780 meters
Clicked on the side
panel button
on the action bar to open
navigation drawer.

7. Return to the
route mode.

Used
the back button

8. Select the first
available route.
9. Select 3-5 historic
places to visit along
your route.

Clicked
on the select button
Selected
the places by clicking
on them
Clicked
done and clicked on
next

10. Choose to start
following the route.
Explore Mode
1. Open
the Application
2. Select the
Explore mode.
3. Open navigation
drawer or side panel
and select to see only
your interested
Landscapes on the map.
4. Open the queue to
see what points of
interest are in the queue.
If there are any points of
interest in the queue,
open one and learn
more about it.
5. Walk to at least 5 points
of interest on campus and
listen to or read the
information about that site.
Tour Mode
1. Open
the Application.
2. Select the Tour
Mode.

Action by P5

Clicked
on the icon
Clicked
on the card view with the title explore
Clicked
on the navigation
drawer icon to open
the side panel and clicked
historic.

Comment by P5

Observation

No
comment

Clear
and obvious
Easy to
find

The
helper text is helpful

Clear with the
information available

okay

I wanted to see all
the settings like
landscape type choosing
also here
Side
display of radius helps

Clear
Clear
and obvious.

This side panel is in
every other application
these days.

Clear
and obvious

Do I have the things
I set when I go back
or I should restart again?

Clear
and obvious

okay

Clear
and obvious

Is there
a limit on how many
landscapes i can select?

Obvious
and clear

done

Obvious
and clear

What is
the name of the app
Done

Obvious
and clear
Obvious
and clear

Different colors to
identify different
types is very helpful

Obvious
and clear

Searched for the button
and Clicked on the
queue floating button and clicked on
whispers and silence

Text on
the button is not legible

Clear
but text on button is
small and hard to understand.

Walked to 5 landscapes
all historic

There are more things than
i know on campus. The
queue button should be
moved
slightly upward.

Clear
and obvious

What is
the name of the app

Obvious
and clear

Same as
other modes

Obvious
and clear

Clicked
on the icon
Clicked
on the card view with
the title explore

3. Select the first
available tour.

Clicked
on the select button

4. Navigate along the map
and listen to or read about
the different sites on the tour.

Followed
the route

Slide
show with names of
landscapes is very helpful
in choosing the tour
Today I
came to know more about
things on campus than I
ever did since I came here.

Clear
and obvious

Clear
and obvious.
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Table 27: Final User Testing with P6
Tasks
Route Mode
1. Open
the Application.
2. Select the
Route mode.
3. Choose to navigate
from old main Logan
to Salt Lake City.

Action by P6

Comment by P6

Observation

Clicked
on the icon
Clicked on the
first card view
Typed old main Logan
in from address and
library in to address

Clear
and obvious
Easy to
find

4. Choose to customize
your settings.

Choose the customize
settings radio button

5. Select a suitable
radius.
6. Go to the settings
page and choose the
types of landscapes you
would like to visit.

Chose
it as 500 meters

What is the
application name?
No
comment
Can i try some other
place inside campus
as to address
Its good technique to hide
the customize settings until
I want it but name should
be customize radius since
it has only radius.
Side display of
radius helps

Clicked on the side panel
button on the action bar to
open navigation drawer.

So you have everything
hidden unless user wants
to see it.

7. Return to the
route mode.

Used
the back button

8. Select the first
available route.

Clicked on the
select button

9. Select 3-5 historic
places to visit along
your route.

Selected the places
by clicking on them

10. Choose to start
following the route.
Explore Mode
1. Open
the Application
2. Select the
Explore mode.
3. Open navigation
drawer or side panel
and select to see only
your interested
Landscapes on the map.
4. Open the queue to
see what points of
interest are in the queue.
If there are any points of
interest in the queue,
open one and learn
more about it.
5. Walk to at least 5 points
of interest on campus and
listen to or read the
information about that site.

Clicked done and
clicked on next
Clicked
on the icon
Clicked on the card
view with the title explore

Resuming is the best part,
I was worried that I need
to do it all again.
Only one route is available
so i will select that one.
But I do not have 3-5
landscapes here. I will
increase the range and
try again.
done
What is
the name of the app
Done

Clear with the
information available

Clear

Clear
and obvious.
Clear and
obvious
Clear
and obvious
Clear
and obvious
Obvious
and clear
Obvious
and clear
Obvious
and clear
Obvious
and clear

Clicked on the navigation
drawer icon to open the side
panel and clicked historic.

Colors help in determining
type of landscape.

Obvious
and clear

Searched for the button and
Clicked on the queue floating \
button and clicked on
whispers and silence

Text on
the button is not legible

Clear but text on
button is
small and hard
to understand.

Walked to 5 landscapes
all historic

There are more things than
I know on campus. But the
queue button is obstructing
from seeing the total time
of the media player

Button
is obstructing the
media player slightly.

Tour Mode
1. Open
the Application.
2. Select the Tour
Mode.

Clicked
on the icon
Clicked on the card view
with the title explore

3. Select the first
available tour.

Clicked
on the select button

4. Navigate along the map
and listen to or read about
the different sites on the tour.

Followed
the route

What is
the name of the app
Same as other modes
Slide show with names of
landscapes is very helpful
qin choosing the tour
Today i came to know more
about things on campus than
i ever did since i came here.

Obvious
and clear
Obvious
and clear
Clear
and obvious
Clear
and obvious.
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Table 28: Final User Testing with P7
Tasks
Route Mode
1. Open
the Application.
2. Select the
Route mode.
3. Choose to navigate
from old main Logan
to Salt Lake City.

Action by P7
Clicked
on the icon
Clicked
on the first card view
Used his gps location s
ince he is in old main
Logan and from address
as salt lake city.

4. Choose to customize
your settings.

Choose the customize
settings radio button

5. Select a suitable
radius.
6. Go to the settings
page and choose the
types of landscapes you
would like to visit.
7. Return to the
route mode.
8. Select the first
available route.
9. Select 3-5 historic
places to visit along
your route.
10. Choose to start
following the route.
Explore Mode
1. Open
the Application

Chose
it as 1000 meters

2. Select the
Explore mode.
3. Open navigation
drawer or side panel
and select to see only
your interested
Landscapes on the map.
4. Open the queue to
see what points of
interest are in the queue.
If there are any points of
interest in the queue,
open one and learn
more about it.
5. Walk to at least 5 points
of interest on campus and
listen to or read the
information about that site.
Tour Mode
1. Open
the Application.
2. Select the Tour
Mode.

Comment by P7

Observation

No
comment

Clear
and obvious
Easy to
find

The helper text
is helpful

Clear with the
information available

okay

I thought I need to
go to some other
page to do that.
Side
display of radius helps

Clear
Clear
and obvious.

Clicked on the overflow
menu and selected settings
option

That is normal. Now every
app has this side panel.

Clear
and obvious

Used
the up navigation button
Clicked
on the select button

No
comment
No
comment

Clear
and obvious
Clear
and obvious

Selected the places
by clicking on them

How many places are there
on campus right now?

Obvious
and clear

Clicked done and
clicked on next

done

Obvious
and clear

What is
the name of the app

Obvious
and clear

Done

Obvious
and clear

Swiped from the left
corner and opened the
navigation drawer

Different colors to identify
different types is very helpful

Obvious
and clear

Searched for the button and
Clicked on the queue floating
button and clicked on
whispers and silence

Text on the button is not
legible but identifiable

Clear but text on button
is small and hard to understand.

Walked
to 5 landscapes all historic

There are more things than
I know on campus. But, the
queue button is obstructing
the media player.

Clear
and obvious

Clicked
on the icon
Clicked on the card
view with the title
explore

Clicked
on the icon
Clicked on the card
view with the title explore

3. Select the first
available tour.

Clicked
on the select button

4. Navigate along the map
and listen to or read about
the different sites on the tour.

Followed
the route

What is
the name of the app
Same as
other modes
Slide show with names
of landscapes is very helpful
in choosing the tour
Queue button is
obstruction the media
player

Obvious
and clear
Obvious
and clear
Clear
and obvious
Clear
and obvious.
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Table 29: Final User Testing with P8
Tasks
Route Mode
1. Open
the Application.

Action by P8

Comment by P8

Observation

Clicked
on the icon

okay

Clear
and obvious

2. Select the
Route mode.

Clicked
on the first card view

The pictures are how
these modes look like
right?

Easy to
find

3. Choose to navigate
from old main Logan
to Salt Lake City.
4. Choose to customize
your settings.
5. Select a suitable
radius.
6. Go to the settings
page and choose the
types of landscapes you
would like to visit.
7. Return to the
route mode.
8. Select the first
available route.
9. Select 3-5 historic
places to visit along
your route.
10. Choose to start
following the route.
Explore Mode
1. Open
the Application
2. Select the
Explore mode.
3. Open navigation
drawer or side panel
and select to see only
your interested
Landscapes on the map.
4. Open the queue to
see what points of
interest are in the queue.
If there are any points of
interest in the queue,
open one and learn
more about it.
5. Walk to at least 5 points
of interest on campus and
listen to or read the
information about that site.
Tour Mode
1. Open
the Application.
2. Select the Tour
Mode.

Used his gps location
since he is in Logan and
from address as salt lake city.
Choose the customize
settings radio button
Chose
it as 500 meters

The
helper text is helpful

Clear
with the information
available

Clicked on the side panel
button on the action bar to
open navigation drawer.
Used
the back button
Clicked
on the select button

No
comment
Side display of radius
helps and intuitive

Clear
Clear
and obvious.

No
comment

Clear
and obvious

No
comment

Clear
and obvious
Clear
and obvious

okay

Selected the places by
clicking on them

What is the max limit of
the number of landscapes
that can be selected?

Obvious
and clear

Clicked
done and clicked on next

done

Obvious
and clear

Clicked
on the icon
Clicked on the card view
with the title explore

What is
the name of the app
Done

Obvious
and clear
Obvious
and clear

Clicked on the navigation
drawer icon to open the
side panel and clicked historic.

Different colors to identify
different types is very helpful

Obvious
and clear

Searched for the button and
Clicked on the queue floating
button and clicked on
whispers and silence

Text on the button is
not visible but identifiable

Clear but text on button
is small and hard to
understand.

Walked to 5 landscapes
all historic

There are more things than
i know on campus.

Clear
and obvious

Clicked
on the icon
Clicked on the card view
with the title explore

What is
the name of the app
Same as
other modes
Slide show with names of
landscapes is very helpful in
choosing the tour
Today I came to know
more about
things on campus than I ever
did since I came here.

Obvious
and clear
Obvious
and clear

3. Select the first
available tour.

Clicked
on the select button

4. Navigate along the map
and listen to or read about
the different sites on the tour.

Followed
the route

Clear
and obvious
Clear
and obvious.
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Table 30: Final User Testing with P9
Tasks
Route Mode
1. Open
the Application.
2. Select the
Route mode.
3. Choose to navigate
from old main Logan
to Salt Lake City.

Action by P9
Clicked
on the icon
Clicked
on the first card view
Used his gps location
since he is in old main
Logan and from address
as salt lake city.

4. Choose to customize
your settings.

Choose the customize
settings radio button

5. Select a suitable
radius.
6. Go to the settings
page and choose the
types of landscapes you
would like to visit.
7. Return to the
route mode.
8. Select the first
available route.
9. Select 3-5 historic
places to visit along
your route.
10. Choose to start
following the route.
Explore Mode
1. Open
the Application

Chose
it as 1150 meters

2. Select the
Explore mode.
3. Open navigation
drawer or side panel
and select to see only
your interested
Landscapes on the map.
4. Open the queue to
see what points of
interest are in the queue.
If there are any points of
interest in the queue,
open one and learn
more about it.
5. Walk to at least 5 points
of interest on campus and
listen to or read the
information about that site.
Tour Mode
1. Open
the Application.
2. Select the Tour
Mode.

Clicked on the side panel
button on the action bar to
open navigation drawer.

Comment by P9

Observation

The pictures are how these
modes look like right?

Clear
and obvious
Easy to
find

The
helper text is helpful

Clear
with the information available

okay

What is the use of this
setting here? After I
explained,
that was a good idea.
Side display of radius
and metrics helps
Okay

Used
the back button
Clicked
on the select button
Selected
the places by clicking
on them
Clicked
done and clicked on next

No
comment

Clicked
on the icon
Clicked on the card
view with the title
explore
Clicked
on the navigation
drawer icon to open the
side panel and clicked
historic.

okay

Skeptical
about why it is required.
Later very clear and agreed.
Clear
and obvious.
Clear
and obvious
Clear
and obvious
Clear
and obvious

All these are on the way
to slc from here. right?

Obvious
and clear

Done.

Obvious
and clear

What is
the name of the app

Obvious
and clear

Okay

Obvious
and clear

Color coding is
good option

Obvious
and clear

Searched for the button and
Clicked on the queue floating
button and clicked on
whispers and silence

Text on the button is not
visible but identifiable

Clear but text on button
is small and hard to understand.

Walked to 5 landscapes
all historic

There are more things
than i know on campus.

Clear
and obvious

Clicked
on the icon
Clicked on the card view
with the title explore

What is
the name of the app

Obvious
and clear
Obvious
and clear

3. Select the first
available tour.

Clicked
on the select button

4. Navigate along the map
and listen to or read about
the different sites on the tour.

Followed
the route

okay
Slide show with names
of landscapes is very
helpful in choosing the tour
Today i came to know more
about things on campus than
i ever did since i came here.

Clear
and obvious
Clear
and obvious.
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Table 31: Final User Testing with P10
Tasks
Route Mode
1. Open
the Application.

Action by P10

Comment by P10

Observation

Clicked
on the icon

okay

Clear
and obvious

2. Select the
Route mode.

Clicked
on the first card view

Swiping to get to the
next mode will be more
good i think

Easy to
find

3. Choose to navigate
from old main Logan
to Salt Lake City.

Typed to address as
old main Logan and
from address as salt lake
city.

The helper text
is helpful

Clear with the
information available

4. Choose to customize
your settings.

Choose the customize
settings radio button

Does this change in
normal settings also.

5. Select a suitable
radius.
6. Go to the settings
page and choose the
types of landscapes you
would like to visit.
7. Return to the
route mode.
8. Select the first
available route.
9. Select 3-5 historic
places to visit along
your route.
10. Choose to start
following the route.
Explore Mode
1. Open
the Application
2. Select the
Explore mode.
3. Open navigation
drawer or side panel
and select to see only
your interested
Landscapes on the map.
4. Open the queue to
see what points of
interest are in the queue.
If there are any points of
interest in the queue,
open one and learn
more about it.
5. Walk to at least 5 points
of interest on campus and
listen to or read the
information about that site.
Tour Mode
1. Open
the Application.
2. Select the Tour
Mode.

Chose
it as 450 meters

Side display of radius
and metrics helps

Opened the overflow menu
and navigated to settings
and selected historic

Name is history application.
I will see only historic
landscapes

Used
the back button
Clicked
on the select button

No
comment
okay

Obvious but asked
me if will change
the normal settings
Clear
and obvious.
Clear
and obvious
Clear
and obvious
Clear
and obvious

Selected the places
by clicking on them

Okay

Obvious
and clear

Clicked done and
clicked on next

Done.

Obvious
and clear

Clicked
on the icon
Clicked on the card view
with the title explore

What is
the name of the app
Okay

Obvious
and clear
Obvious
and clear

Clicked on the navigation
drawer icon to open the side
panel and clicked historic.

Color
coding is good idea

Obvious
and clear

Searched for the button and
Clicked on the queue floating
button and clicked on
whispers and silence

Text on the button is not
visible but identifiable

Clear but text on
button is small and
hard to understand.

Walked to 5 landscapes
all historic

There are more things
than i know on campus.

Clear
and obvious

Clicked
on the icon
Clicked on the card
view with the title explore

What is
the name of the app

Obvious
and clear
Obvious
and clear

3. Select the first
available tour.

Clicked
on the select button

4. Navigate along the map
and listen to or read about
the different sites on the tour.

Followed
the route

okay
Slide show with names of
landscapes is very helpful in
choosing the tour
Today i came to know more
about things on campus than
i ever did since i came here.

Clear
and obvious
Clear
and obvious.

